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ABSTRACT

There is a broad agreement that the scope of final
devoicing is the syllable coda and that it affects all coda
obstruents. Nevertheless, pronunciation dictionaries of
German list a number of examples with consonant clusters
where voiced plosives occur in syllable-final position. On
the other hand, according to these dictionaries there are
devoiced word-final plosive clusters with its rightmost
member moving to syllable-initial position in alternating
forms of the deflection paradigm. The present study
investigates the phonetic realization of those clusters by
analyzing the production of voicing and aspiration in the
acoustic speech signal. The results indicate strong intra-
and interindividual variablity in the realization of the
phonetic surface forms.

1. INTRODUCTION

German is a language that is typically quoted when final
devoicing (FD) is discussed. Briefly spoken, the most
obvious case of FD is found in the obligatory application
of a rule that turns voiced obstruents into voiceless ones
when they come into word-final position due to
paradigmatic alternation. Thus in German <geben> (“to
give“) showing [b] intervocalically turns to <gab>
(“gave“) with final [p] in its preterite form. In a first
extension, the same rule applies in word-final consonant
clusters: the voiceless plosive [p] also occurs in <gibt>
(“gives“). Two principal phonological concepts have been
developed to describe this process, first that FD applies to
morpheme-final obstruents (if they are not followed by a
vowel) [1,2], and second the more common opinion that
the rule works syllable-finally by affecting the coda in
total [3,4,5].

More confusing cases can be found in disyllabic words.
According to the Standard German pronunciation
dictionaries (in the following all predicted transcriptions
are based on DUDEN [6]) e.g. the alveolar plosive in
<Adler> (“eagle“) is not devoiced ([d] remaining in the
surface representation), although it occurs in syllable-final
position, since *[dl-] is not a possible onset in German.
Similarly, <Handlung> (”act”) is assumed to remain [d] in
syllable-final position, whereas <handlich> (”handy”)
should be affected by FD ([t]). Since these compounds
differ in that the derivational base of the latter is <Hand>
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”), but <handeln> (”to act”) with a schwa vowel
en [d] and [l] of the former, it has been argued that
se of <Handlung> might be explained by a cyclic
pplication that leaves a syllabic lateral after schwa
, thus allowing [d] to remain in a syllable onset

on [7]. Also <Egmont> (proper name) being listed
g] can hardly be explained in with respect to the fact
gm-] is a possible syllable onset as in <Gmund>
r name), since its initial vowel is short and therefore

es the syllable to be closed. In contrast, the proper
<Edmund> is predicted to be devoiced ([t]),

gh is phonotactic structure is comparable, since the
 is short either and [tm-] is a possible onset too, as in
sis> (“tmesis”). In addition, there are words with
top clusters as <Magd> (“maid“) that are devoiced
ing to the pronunciation dictionaries ([-kt]), but
a resyllabification in alternating forms in the

tion paradigm such as <Mägde> ([-k$d-], “maids“).

a phonetic point of view on the other hand, there is
going debate whether the neutralization process
bed by the FD rule is complete or leaves some
tic residual of the underlying distinction
0,11,12,13]. Such cues might be found either in the
vation of voicing (in the burst or into closure) or the
of aspiration (typical for voiceless plosives in
an) as well as in durational parameters of the
es or preceding vowels. (In general, vowels are
 before voiced than before unvoiced plosives,
ions and releases are shorter.) Based on recent work
 field [13], the present study focuses on the phonetic
ation of those clusters by analyzing the production of
g and aspiration and concommittant durational
teristics in the acoustic speech signal seeking to
e a phonetic base for further phonological
ing.

2. MATERIAL

nces of words containing consonant clusters as
bed above were taken from a corpus developed
r to investigate the phonetic realization of FD in
an [11,13]. The test words were spoken three times
 native speakers of Standard German with different
tal backgrounds. All words had been presented in
mized order to be read in orthographic form
ded in the sentence frame

Ich sage _____ nochmal“ (“I say _____ again“).



To avoid effects due to orthographic reading, the purpose
of the investigation had been obscured to the speakers by
inserting filler sentences containing words with sonorants
in the critical post-vocalic position. A list of the test words
and their DUDEN transcriptions is given in Tab. 1
together with information whether the consonant clusters
involved are possible onsets in German.

Orthographic
Form / Gloss

DUDEN
Transcription

Initial Cluster

Absinth

“absinth”

[ap�z�nt] *[pz-]

Ablativ

“ablative”

[�ablati:f] or

[�aplati:f]

[bl-] <blau>

[pl-] <Plan>

Edmund

(proper name)

[��tm�nt] [tm-] <Tmesis>

Egmont

(proper name)

[��gm�nt] [gm-] <Gmund>

Agnes

(proper name)

[�agn�s] [gn-] <Gneis>

Ebner

(proper name)

[�e:bn�] *[bn-]

Grabner

(proper name)

[�gra:bn�] *[bn-]

Radler

“cyclist”

[�ra:dl�] *[dl-]

Adler

“eagle”

[�a:dl�] *[dl-]

Adlon

(proper name)

[�a:dl�n] *[dl-]

Wagner

(proper name)

[�va:gn�] [gn-] <Gneis>

Bogner

(proper name)

[�bo:gn�] [gn-] <Gneis>

Jagden

“hunt” pl.

[�ja:kd�n]† *[kd-]

jagten

“we/they hunted”

[�ja:kt�n]† [kt-] <ktenoid>

Magd

“maid”

[ma:kt] [kt-] <ktenoid>

Mägde

“maids”

[�m�:kd�] *[kd-]

Markt

“market”

[markt] [kt-] <ktenoid>

Märkte

“markets”

[�m�rkt�] *[kd-]

Table 1: Word list
(†only basic forms listed in DUDEN [6])
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3. DATA ANALYSIS

st words were analyzed using the audio signal and
e-aligned 8 kHz wide band sonagram (PRAAT [14])
input sensitivity level of 45 dB. The parameters
red were
wel duration from F2-onset to F2-offset,
icing into closure until disappearance of glottal

g in the sonagram,
cclusion duration from the end of the preceding
 to the beginning of the release burst,
release (burst+aspiration) duration from the
ning of the burst to disappearance of the aspiration
on the display or to the point of spectral change that
 the start of a following sound (whichever appears

oicing of burst as presence or absence of glottal
g during the burst,
esence of aspiration noise.

4. RESULTS

t auditory inspection of the data showed that one of
st words (“Adlon”) was not familiar to all speakers
 led to erraneous pronunciations (mostly with
-like final stress and a nasalized vowel) and thus
o be excluded from the analysis. “Agnes” was
tently realized with a stressed long vowel ([a:]),
g “Absinth”, “Ablativ”, “Edmund” and “Egmont” as
ly samples pronunced with short vowels.
 protocols the voicing status of the bursts and the
ce or absence of aspiration. As can be seen, for
 with short stressed vowels devoicing took place in
ajority of cases for “Edmund” and “Egmont”

ugh listed differently by DUDEN), but consistently
or “Absinth” (the only sample with a fricative). It
 also be noticed that only 16.7% of the fricative

ations were indeed voiced for this item.

st Word Voiceless Bursts
(% Realizations)

Aspiration Noise
(% Realizations)

th 100.0 44.4

v 33.3 11.1

nd 76.5 47.1

nt 83.3 66.7

 ([a:]) 61.1 33.3

20.0 13.3

er 38.9 5.6

r 43.8 12.5

70.6 35.3

- -

er 66.7 38.9

r 41.2 11.8

ble 2: Voicing and aspiration in stop+continuant
clusters



Alternatively, for “Ablativ” (DUDEN gives both varieties)
the non-devoiced pronunciation was prominent.
Concerning the long vowel items only the stops in
“Adler”, “Wagner” and “Agnes” were mostly voiceless. It
is also noticable that devoiced stops were not always
accompanied by aspiration.

Tab. 3 gives the corresponding results for the items
containing underlying voiced and voiceless stop+stop
clusters.

Test Word Voiceless Bursts
(% Realizations)

Aspiration Noise
(% Realizations)

C1 C2 C1 C2

Jagden 100.0 76.5 70.6 41.2

jagten 100.0 100.0 58.8 82.3

Magd 100.0 100.0 82.3 55.6

Markt 100.0 100.0 61.1 66.7

Mägde 100.0 83.3 61.1 55.6

Märkte 100.0 100.0 55.6 94.4

Table 3: Voicing and aspiration in stop+stop clusters

For stop+stop clusters the situation is different. First, all
C1 bursts and the C2 bursts in coda position were
voiceless. Also both C2 in onset position (“Jagden” and
“Mägde”) showed voicing of the burst only in some
marginal cases, and about half of the realizations were
even aspirated. On the other hand, the underlying
voiceless C2 stops were less often aspirated than could
have been expected. In general, the realizational
differences found are not due to a consistent attitude of
single speakers, but vary intra-individually too.
In Tab. 4 and 5 the durational parameters are listed. For
stop+stop clusters voicing into closure values different
from 0 were rare and not normally distributed and thus
omitted from the listing of the results.

VOC OCC1 REL1 OCC2 REL2

Jagden 151 75 35 54 31

(26) (34) (15) (26) (16)

jagten 154 69 30 59 45

(12) (24) (12) (26) (23)

Magd 162 61 36 62 65

(28) (17) (17) (36) (37)

Markt 180 69 34 56 74

(30) (38) (18) (28) (45)

Mägde 146 62 40 63 32

(18) (29) (20) (19) (17)

Märkte 177 50 34 63 38

(21) (14) (15) (18) (14)

Table 4: Duration measurements for stop+stop clusters

Mean durations [ms] (Standard deviations in parentheses)
VOC: Vowel, OCC1: Occlusion C1, OCC2: Occlusion C2,

REL1: Release C1, REL2: Release C2
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Mean
VOC
st Word Burst VOC VC OCC REL

th vd - - - -

vl 64 12 68 20

(14) (8) (16) (10)

v vd 75 28 81 13

(30) (28) (23) (4)

vl 73 8 78 31

(28) (7) (14) (18)

nd vd 74 23 80 27

(24) (31) (32) (16)

vl 78 13 69 38

(18) (11) (12) (19)

nt vd 77 16 68 31

(15) (28) (19) (6)

vl 76 19 57 54

(14) (23) (11) (14)

 ([a:]) vd 147 36 43 12

(15) (22) (21) (4)

vl 142 8 61 34

(22) (11) (20) (12)

vd 129 42 73 23

(22) (35) (32) (12)

vl 135 37 58 16

(4) (39) (20) (8)

er vd 162 20 66 16

(37) (22) (42) (8)

vl 156 11 84 15

(14) (15) (12) (12)

r vd 190 24 54 17

(14) (21) (16) (8)

vl 169 9 64 23

(17) (9) (16) (16)

vd 173 24 43 22

(8) (15) (13) (12)

vl 168 7 57 32

(28) (11) (17) (14)

er vd 184 30 35 18

(14) (30) (26) (14)

vl 156 3 52 41

(11) (4) (23) (16)

r vd 150 28 30 19

(20) (22) (21) (8)

vl 130 7 54 37

(23) (7) (25) (13)

le 5: Duration measurements for stop+continuant
clusters

 durations [ms] (Standard deviations in parentheses)
: Vowel, VC: Voicing into closure, OCC: Occlusion,

REL: Release (vd: voiced, vl: voiceless)



Whereas the duration analysis of the stop+stop clusters
provided no further insights, some of the stop+sonorant
examples showed durational differences depending on
whether the stops were phonetically voiced or voiceless.
Following short vowels release phases were consistently
shorter in voiced stops. Items with long vowels show the
same effect except for bilabial stops. Following long
vowels also voicing into closure was longer for voiced
stops. Following short vowels this holds true for two items
(“Ablativ” and “Edmund”) only, whereas the situation for
“Egmont” is reversed. But in general, standard deviations
for voicing into closure are high. Due to large variability
no clear differences in occlusion duration could be found
and vowel durations did not differ in a systematic way.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In general, the results indicate a strong intra- and
interindividual variability in the realization of the phonetic
surface forms of words with stops in consonant clusters.
[-bn-], [-dl-] and [-gn-] clusters were pronounced in the
range from phonetically voiced to voiceless aspirated
stops. Productions also contained intermediate cases
(voiceless unaspirated stops) as known from investigations
on incomplete final devoicing. Durational measurements
seem to be in line with this observation.

The analysis of stop+stop clusters revealed that nearly all
bursts were phonetically voiceless, and this also counts for
the second stop in those forms where it is moved to the
onset of the second syllable (“Jagden”, “Mägde”). While
this is not uncommon in German, it is noteworthy that
nearly half of these syllable-initial stops were even
aspirated. This result might be interpreted as a cross
syllable boundary assimilation to the devoiced stop in the
coda of the preceding syllable.

The instabilities in the production of the consonant
clusters investigated may be due to the fact that
phonotactic sequences of this kind are quite rare
throughout the German vocabulary. Nevertheless, it is
obvious that the productions often deviate from the
pronunciations assumed as standard on a theoretical base
in the dictionaries.
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